
Change Ringing for the Future – A request to local ringing Societies
Introduction

Those representatives of affiliated societies who were present at the Central Council Chester Meeting will be aware of the
discussions which took place both at the AGM of the Ringing Foundation Ltd and in the main Council meeting regarding the
future of ringing.  The key emphasis was upon the recruitment, training and retention of ringers coupled with the need to
explore new areas of potential recruits and to redress the imbalance of ages that currently exists.

The Council’s Intent

The Council deals with many aspects of ringing both physical and technical and consequently is served by many
Committees. It is intended that some initial meetings be convened between those relevant Committees, the Ringing
Foundation and other stakeholders, this being done through a Recruitment and Training Forum. This will not be yet another
Committee but merely a group to ensure that resources and expertise are used to best advantage and that duplication of work
is avoided.

The Council is also to instigate some research to identify those groups of persons, both young and older, who may present
new opportunities for recruitment, this may involve schools, youth groups, U3A and other affinity activities.  In order to
attract new ringers consideration will also be given to developing a branding to make ringing  attractive to and easily
recognisable by the public.

The development and expansion of both the Integrated Teacher Training Scheme (ITTS) and the Association of Ringing
Teachers (ART) will continue.

What Societies can contribute

Each territorial ringing Society, Guild or Association already has considerable responsibility for the co-ordination of ringing
activities in their respective areas which includes assistance with recruitment and training of new ringers. Much of this
activity is in support of local tower leaders and some cases provides a range of learning opportunities which might not be
readily available at tower level.  Most but not all societies have specific officers responsible for training and/ or education
and a very few have a dedicated Youth officer.

With a view to assessing the current position regarding training and possible local plans for the future, the Council would
like each territorial society to review their training and recruitment programmes and feed- back the following information:-

• What training is provided at Society level (type, frequency and level)?
and what programme for enhancing these facilities is envisaged and over what period?

•  Is there a dedicated youth officer to seek out and progress the training of younger ringers (10-25 years of age)?  
If not, is there a proposal to create such a responsible person?

• What specific ringing centres exist and are there any proposals to increase the number in operation?  
Where there are centres of excellence based on existing tower activities how are these utilised in progressing
ringers?

• What external contacts have been made with such bodies as schools in the interest of new recruitment and are there
any proposals to extend the areas of opportunity to recruit?

• What resources does the society need from the Council, Ringing Foundation  or other agencies to ensure adequate
replenishment of ringers in the future? 
Are there measures which these agencies could provide which are not being provided at present?

• What proportion of annual society expenditure is spent on training and recruitment?  
How much would be required to carry out all aspirations for training new ringers and how should such monies be
raised?  
Is there support within the membership for paying more for ringing to ensure its future?

• It is recognised that many societies already have advanced training programmes and a feed-back on good practice
would be useful to share.

Way forward

Please share this information and Council request with your officers and members and by so doing engage everyone in the
essential task of recruitment and training which is necessary for ringing to survive.  Your response to the above survey is
respectfully requested by the beginning of December, 2012.

Chris Mew, Vice-President, CCCBR  (on behalf of Wellesbourne Conference Review Group)  June 2012
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